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Abstract
Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to make a scientific contribution to web information
retrieval (IR).
Design/methodology/approach – A multiagent system for web IR is proposed based on new
technologies: Hierarchical Small-Worlds (HSW) and Possibilistic Networks (PN). This system is based
on a possibilistic qualitative approach which extends the quantitative one.
Findings – The paper finds that the relevance of the order of documents changes while passing from
a profile to another. Even if the selected terms tend to select the relevant document, these terms are
not the most frequent of the document. This criterion shows the asset of the qualitative approach of
the SARIPOD system in the selection of relevant documents. The insertion of the factors of preference
between query terms in the calculations of the possibility and the necessity consists in increasing the
scores of possibilistic relevance of the documents containing these terms with an aim of penalizing
the scores of relevance of the documents not containing them. The penalization and the increase in
the scores are proportional to the capacity of the terms to discriminate between the documents of the
collection.
Research limitations/implications – It is planned to extend the tests of the SARIPOD system to
other grammatical categories, like refining the approach for the substantives by considering for
example, the verbal occurrences in names definitions, etc. Also, it is planned to carry out finer
measurements of the performances of SARIPOD system by extending the tests with other types of
web documents.
Practical implications – The system can be useful to help research students find their relevant
scientific papers. It must be located in the document server of any research laboratory.
Originality/value – The paper presents SARIPOD, a new qualitative possibilistic model for web IR
using multiagent system.
Keywords Information systems, User studies, Internet, Worldwide web
Paper type Research paper
1. Introduction
When we make a web search query on the internet using keywords (thanks to a search
engine like Google), we obtain in general a considerable list of links of web pages
answering this query. We can also, by using complementary keywords, seek something
more relevant in the whole of the preceding results. And so on until obtaining required
result. However, we could differently proceed by structuring the whole of the web
pages obtained in the first result. The structure would consist in classifying all these
results by domains and sub-domains. A very promising technique emerges today and
called upon the hierarchical small-worlds. Thus, each web page would be a node of a
gigantic graph whose edges would be the hypertextual links of a page towards
another. Certain calculations on this graph make regroupings sets of web pages which
‘‘speak’’ about almost the same subject.
The key issue of information retrieval (IR) is that documents must be retrieved from
a large document collection in response to a user’s need, often on the basis of poor
information. Known models in the literature (Boolean, vector space, probabilistic,
Bayesian) represent documents and queries only through weighted lists of terms and a
measure of relevance is computed (vector space similarity, probabilistic relevance)
based on those weighted lists. Devising a proper weighting scheme seems to be the
fundamental element of actual IR models since the computation of relevance relies on it
(Ribeiro-Neto et al., 1996) (Sparck, 1998). Usually, the weighting scheme is the result of
several combinations: term frequencies in document (tf), term frequencies in the whole
collection (idf) and document length (dl) (Salton et al., 1994; Singhal et al., 1996).
Whatever the used model, the response to a user need is a list of documents ranked
according to a unique relevance value. Many approaches consider term weights as a
probability of relevance. In such models, the incompleteness of information is not
considered when representing or evaluating documents given a query. Yet, the rough
nature of document descriptions (a multiset of terms) and of the query description (a
list of terms) are hardly compatible with the high precision of relevance values
obtained by current methods.
The aim of this paper is to propose basic steps towards an IR qualitative approach
based on possibility and necessity measures. Instead of using a unique relevance value,
we propose a possibilistic approach for computing relevance. This model should be
able to infer propositions like:
. It is plausible with a certain degree that the document is relevant for the user
need.
. It is almost certain (in possibilistic sense) that the document is relevant to the
query.
. The set D1 of documents (possibly singleton) is better than the set D2 of
documents.
The first kind of proposition is meant to eliminate irrelevant documents (weak
plausibility). The second answer focuses attention onwhat looks very relevant. The third
proposition suggests that, since the raw information on documents is more qualitative
than quantitative, ordinal approaches to the problem may be interesting as well. The use
of probability theory in the definition of relevance given a query does not account for our
limited knowledge of the relevance of a document, since it does not consider imprecision
and vagueness intrinsic to relevance (Brini and Boughanem, 2003).
We present, in this framework, a multiagent system for web IR, called SARIPOD.
This system is based on Hierarchical Small-Worlds (HSW) and Possibilistic Networks
(PN). The first HSW consists in structuring the ‘‘Google’’ search results in dense zones
of web pages, which strongly depend on each other. We thus reveal dense clouds of
pages which ‘‘speak’’ more or less about the same subject and which all strongly
answer the user’s query. The goal of the second HSW consists in considering the query
as multiple in the sense that we don’t seek only the keyword in the web pages but also
its synonyms. The PN generates the mixing of these two HSW in order to organize the
searched documents according to user’s preferences. Indeed, SARIPOD is a new
approach for IR model based on possibility and necessity measures. This model
encodes relationship dependencies existing between query terms and web documents
through naı¨ve PN and quantifies these relationships by two measures: possibility and
necessity. The retrieved documents are those which are necessarily or possibly relevant
given a user’s query. The search process restores the plausibly or necessarily relevant
documents for a user need. The user’s query is seen like new information to propagate
in a PN. Moreover, if the basic approach takes account of the quantitative aspect here,
our system extends it to the qualitative possibilistic framework.
This paper is structured as follows: in the next section we present the HSW graph.
We briefly recall some notions of possibility theory in section 3. We describe in section
4 the multiagent architecture of SARIPOD system and we present the functionality of
each agent. Section 5 presents the importance of qualitative approach in SARIPOD
system. We introduce preferences between query’s terms in SARIPOD system in
section 6. The experimentation of our system is in section 7. We present a synthesis
and discussion of the system in section 8. Section 9 suggests future works.
2. Hierarchical small-worlds
Recent work in graph theory has revealed a set of features shared by many graphs
observed ‘‘in the field’’. These features define the class of ‘‘hierarchical small-worlds’’
networks (Watts and Strogatz, 1998). The relevant features of a graph in this respect
are the following (Newman, 2003):
. D: the density of the network. HSWs typically have a low D, i.e. they have rather
few edges compared to their number of vertices.
. L: the average shortest path between two nodes. It is also low in a HSW.
. C: the clustering rate. This is a measure of how often neighbors of a vertex are
also connected in the graph. In a HSW, this feature is typically high.
. I: the distribution of incidence degrees (i.e. the number of neighbors) of vertices
according to the frequency of nodes (how many nodes are there that have an
incidence degree of 1, 2, . . . , n). In a HSW network, this distribution follows a
power law (Douglas and Houseman, 2002) (Gaume et al., 2004) (Sergi and Ricard,
2004).
3. Possibilistic logic
Possibility theory introduced by (Zadeh, 1978) and developed by (Dubois and Prade,
1987), handles uncertainty in the interval [0,1] called possibility scale, in a qualitative
or quantitative way.
3.1 Possibility distribution
Possibility theory is based on possibility distributions. The latter, denoted by , are
mappings from 
 (the universe of discourse) to the scale [0,1] encoding partial
knowledge on the world. The possibility scale is interpreted in two ways. In the ordinal
case, possibility values only reflect an ordering between possible states; in the
numerical scale, possibility values often account for upper probability bounds (Dubois
and Prade, 1998).
3.2 Possibility and necessity measures
A possibility distribution  on 
 enables events to be qualified in terms of their
plausibility and their certainty, in terms of possibility and necessity measures respectively.
The possibility (A) ¼ maxx2A(x) of an event A relies on the most normal
situation inwhichA is true.
The necessity N(A) ¼ minx=2A(1 – (x)) ¼ 1 – ð:A) of an event A reflects the
most normal situation in whichA is false.
The width of the gap between N(A) and (A) evaluates the amount of ignorance
about A. Note that N(A) > 0 implies (A) ¼ 1. When A is a fuzzy set this property no
longer holds but the inequality N(A)  (A) remains valid (Dubois and Prade, 1987).
3.3 Possibilistic networks
A directed PN on a variable set V is characterized by a graphical component and a
numeric component. The first one is a directed acyclic graph. The graph structure
encodes independence relation sets just like Bayesian nets (Borgelt et al., 2000;
Benferhat et al., 2002). The second component quantifies distinct links of the graph and
consists of the conditional possibility matrix of each node in the context of its parents.
These possibility distributions should respect normalisation. For each variable V:
. If V is a root node and dom(V) the domain of V, the prior possibility of V should
satisfy: maxV2dom(V) (V) ¼ 1.
. If V is not a root node, the conditional distribution of V in the context of its
parents context satisfy: maxV2dom(V)(V|ParV) ¼ 1.
. ParV 2 dom(ParV); where: dom(v): domain of V; ParV: value of parents of V;
dom(ParV): domain of parent set ofV.
4. Saripod system
The fact that we deal with sources of information collected from internet network,
made us choose the development of crawler agent able to explore (crawl) the internet.
It appeared also intuitive to us to interface the user by means of interface agents.
Finally, the fact that we deal with open and dynamic environments made us choose the
development of an intermediate layer of agents. We thus see appearing three levels of
abstraction in the multiagent architecture of SARIPOD (see Figure 1).
4.1 User agent
The user agent is the entry-gate of the external queries to the system. It provides to
user the good form which will enable him to easily formulate a query. User’s query is
made up of the URL of the root web page as well as a set of required keywords. The
user agent is perceptive and autonomous in the sense where it is able to keep user’s
preferences when this one uses the system. It is able to store information for the user
and to act like a resource agent.
4.2 Interface agents
They ensure the communication between the system and its users. They are of two
types:
(1) Entry agent. Analyzes user’s query and transmits thereafter the keywords
sought to the lexicographical agent which determines their synonyms starting
from the HSWof dictionary of words.
(2) Exit agent. Is charged to present the results of search at the user, fromwhere the
‘‘adaptive’’ term; it is able to adapt the results of search to user’s preferences.
4.3 Supervisory agents
They take care of the correct operation of the system; all other agents must be with
their service and under their responsibility. They are charged to assign the tasks of
research of information process to the various agents, to decide in the event of a
multitude of choice and to control the possible errors at a session of selection of the
most relevant web documents (Zaghdoud, 2003).
4.3.1 Mediator agent. The mediator agent plans the various tasks of search of
information and assigns them to various agents of the system, it is a driving role which
can easily narrow where the system becomes completely distributed; i.e. it is inversely
proportional to the degree of cognition of the other agents of the system. In this first
version of SARIPOD system, the mediator-facilitator agent plays the role of a
facilitator (Ferber, 1995).
4.3.2 Decision maker agent. This decision maker agent has a fundamental role in
SARIPOD system. Initially, it is charged to make a post-processing selection after
caring out the various selected web pages by the selector agent so that the exit agent
knows organized this result in the order preferred by the user. In addition, soon, this
agent will be equipped with an exceptional intelligence to make a pre-processing choice
of the relevant web documents, thus enabling him to earn the system a considerable
time.
Figure 1.
Multiagent architecture of
SARIPOD system
4.3.3 Error agent controller. It is charged to control the correct operation of the
system by carrying out the directives of control of the errors communicated by each
agent of the system. It informs the decision maker agent of what occurs in the system,
which in its turn decides to stop or not an agent. Often, it analyzes the cause of error of
each agent in difficulty, if it is for example about a lack of information; he tries to solve
this problem by asking more information from the agent source of error. In the worst of
case, it decides to stop the operation of an agent.
4.4 Lexicographical agent
The lexicographical agent is interested in the selection of synonymy through the
examination of the dictionary graph of words. Our approach consists in representing
the dictionary by an HSW graph: there is an arc of a topA towards a top B if and only if
the entry B appears in the definition of entry A as a synonym (Awada and Chebaro,
2004; Awada, 2005).
This agent calculates a new proximity between two words w1 and w2 in term of the
number of circuits passing through w1 and w2 and ghost in w1 in the following way:
Proximity dictionaryðw1;w2Þ ¼
The number of circuits ðw1;w2Þ
The maximum number of detected circuits
:
The database of this agent is the French dictionary Le Grand Robert with XML format
in which the elements are described by a whole of beacons allowing each one to
associate semantics the various components. The enormous volume of corresponding
XML file has constrained us to reduce the size of this dictionary by keeping only
information which interests us to make the treatment more effective. This was done,
obviously, without loss of relevant information. In fact, we limit ourselves only to the
nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs of this dictionary, which exempt to us blank
words such as pronouns, definite and indefinite articles, prepositions and auxiliaries
(to be and to have).
4.5 Crawler agent
A web crawler is a program which automatically traverses the web by downloading
documents and following links from page to page. It starts from a starting URL of a
web page and it has a changeable depth of propagation (Miller and Bharat, 1998).
Crawler agent is based on our ‘‘Strat’’ algorithm of crawling. The input of this agent is
the reformulated query and its output the HSWof web pages and a set of their URLs.
We propose within this framework a systematic crawling technique via ‘‘Strat’’
algorithm, whose scenario is as follows:
(1) We keep any page P which contains a word V sufficiently close to wordW with
the directionwhere:
 ¼ Proximity dictionaryðW ;VÞ  :
(2) We explore the outgoing pages of P until a depth limits N (increasing function
of Proximity_dictionary (W, V) for V of this page, but raised function
nevertheless).
(3) The limit of exploration is updated by that of the deepest page of the explored
branch.
The first stage (1) makes it possible to keep pages which contain the word W or its
close if    and  is quite selected. The second (2) ensures that if we have  <
_
 we
continue the exploration of as much less far
_
 is small and we do not continue in any
event not indefinitely. The third (3) makes it possible to set out again of more beautiful
if at the end of pages not very interesting we fall down on a page concerned strongly
withW (or its close).
4.6 Web page agent
This agent allows the extraction of the logical structure of each web document. We
mind to store such a document in an editable and exchangeable format that represents
explicitly its structure and its content. The strategy of this agent is based on a labelling
method. It is composed of several analysis steps that lead to the transformation of the
document in a logical structure where each text block has a level and a label that
represents explicitly its logical role. Searching the user’s keywords in such logical
entity (LE) of document and not in the whole document proves the qualitative character
of SARIPOD system.
4.7 Possibilistic measurements agent
The aim of this agent is to propose basic steps towards an IR mixed approach based on
possibility and necessity measures. Instead of using a unique relevance value, we
propose a possibilistic approach for computing relevance. This agent should be able to
infer propositions like:
. It is plausible to a certain degree that the document is relevant for the user need.
. It is almost certain (in possibilistic sense) that the document is relevant to the query.
The first kind of proposition is meant to eliminate irrelevant documents (weak
plausibility). The second answer focuses attention on what looks very relevant (Brini
and Boughanem, 2003).
This agent encodes relationship dependencies existing between query terms
(lexicographical agent) and web documents (web page agent) through naı¨ve PN and
quantifies these relationships by two measures: possibility and necessity. The retrieved
documents are those which are necessarily or possibly relevant given a user’s query. The
search process restores the plausibly or necessarily relevant documents for a user need.
This agent allotted a coefficient of relevance to each LE according to its importance in the
web document. These coefficients are calculated according to the following way:
ML ¼ MLþMaxðLegends; ParagraphÞ ð1Þ
Li ¼ MLÿ Li þMaxðLegends; ParagraphÞ ð2Þ
where ML is the maximal level, Li is the level i of LE.
The quantitative relevance of each LE of a web document of the collection, with the
query isQ ¼ (t1, t2, . . . , tT), is calculated in the following way.
The expression of(LEdj|Q) is then proportional to:
0ðLEdjjQÞ ¼ ðt1jLEdjÞ  . . . ðtTjLEdjÞ ¼ nft1j  . . .  nftTj ð3Þ
where nftij ¼ tfij/max(tfkj): the normalized frequency of the terms of the query in the LE.
The certainty to restore a LE of a relevant document dj for a query, noted
N(LEdj|Q), is given by:
NðLEdjjQÞ ¼ 1ÿ ð:LEdjjQÞ ð4Þ
where:
ð:LEdjjQÞ ¼ ððQj:LEdjÞ ð:LEdjÞÞ=ðQÞ: ð5Þ
In the same way,(:LEdj|Q) is then proportional to:
0ð:LEdjjQÞ ¼ ðt1j:LEdjÞ  . . . ðtTj:LEdjÞ: ð6Þ
This numerator can be expressed by:
0ð:LEdjjQÞ ¼ ð1ÿ LE1jÞ  . . . ð1ÿ LETjÞ ð7Þ
LEij ¼ Log10ðnCLE=nLEdiÞðnftijÞ ð8Þ
and:
. nCLE ¼ the number of LE of the documents of the collection; and
. nLEdi ¼ the number of LE of the documents of the collection, containing the
term ti.
Let us note the degree of relevance mixed possibilistic of LEj of the document di by:
DRMPLEjðdiÞ ¼ ðLEdijQÞ þ NðLEdijQÞ: ð9Þ
We note finally the degree of relevance mixed possibilistic of the document di by:
DRMPðdiÞ ¼ jðj DRMPLEjðdiÞÞ: ð10Þ
User’s preferences of SARIPOD system are defined as the quality of the document
which he seeks; i.e. his preferences for certain stylistics attributes in the searched
documents: information located either in the principal title of the document, or in the
sub-titles, or in the paragraphs. . . and also his preferences for certain types of
information: information in figures, tables or multimedia sequences.
The preferred documents are those which have a high value of DRMP(di). Let us note
that the j are parameterized in our system and can be modified according to the user’s
preferences. Indeed, if we seek, for example, the documents containing the word ‘‘w’’ in
figures, it is enough to give the greatest importance to the coefficient of relevance
corresponding to the figure legend (FL). Consequently, DRMP(di) of these documents will
be most significant andwill be posted in the heading of the list result of sorted documents.
4.8 Selector agent
This agent should be able to infer propositions like: document d1 is more appropriate
than document d2 or the set {d1, d2} is better than the set {d3, d4}. Indeed, this
proposition suggests that, since the raw information on documents is more qualitative
than quantitative, ordinal approaches to the problem may be interesting as well (Brini
and Boughanem, 2003). This agent sorts web documents in a descending order of their
degrees of possibilistic relevance (DRMP). The document which more answering user’s
preferences will be posted at the head of the sorted list of documents, turned over to the
exit agent, which checks its conformity with user’s preferences.
4.9 Historic agent
The historic agent of SARIPOD allows its users a significant profit in term of response
time of our system. Indeed, this agent makes it possible to build a base of history of the
queries and their answers, already passed by the system. In the reception of a new
query, the system consults this base of history, seeks the nearest query in this base,
using Case Base Reasoning technique (Berry and Linof, 1997) and finally, it updates the
answer by eliminating URLs that are not available on the web and by adding
nonexistent new URLs in this base of history.
Thus, the principal task of this agent consists in adding to the system a certain
aptitude of training thus enabling it to benefit from the already played queries, for
classes of a given user. Indeed, the system will be able to improve the user’s profile.
5. The importance of qualitative approach in saripod system
Assume a three documents collection containing the four terms t1, t2, t3 and t4:
d1 ¼ ft1; t1; t1; t2; t2; t3g;
d2 ¼ ft1; t1; t2; t2; t2; t2g;
d3 ¼ ft1; t3; t3; t3; t3; t4; t4g:
These terms are distributed in the logical entities of these three documents as Table I
indicates. The degree of relevance mixed possibilistic of each document di is DRMP(di).
Let us recall that the approach of (Brini et al., 2005) is a quantitative approach which
not taking account of the site of query’s terms in the logical entities of the documents of
the collection. We note DRP(di), the degree of relevance possibilistic of each document
di calculated by this approach. User’s profiles are given in Table II. The evaluation of
the documents d1, d2 and d3 for the queryQ ¼ (t1, t2, t3, t4) is given in Table III.
The query Q interpreted as a conjunction of terms is too restrictive since no
document contains all query terms simultaneously. Thus, necessity and possibility
degrees of the documents equal 0. To avoid such case, we retrieve documents contained
at least two terms and, if not productive, at least one term. If the query does not involve
enough terms, the possibility of documents is equal 1 and their necessity 0. We then
seek the documents which treat sets {t1, t2} or {t1, t4}, or {t2, t4}. We see through this
example, the need for allowing the user to express preferences between the query
terms (see section 6).
In addition, we notice that our approach is finer than the quantitative one (Brini
et al., 2005) in the calculation of the possibilistic relevance of documents of the
Table I.
Distribution of the terms
in the logical structures
of the three documents
Logical structure of document d1 d2 d3
ML t1 t1, t2 t4
ML-1 t2 t1, t3
ML-2 t3
ML-3 t2
ML-4 t3
FL t3
TL t2
MSL t2
P t1, t1 t1, t2 t3, t4
collection, because we contributed to increase the relevance’s scores of the documents
containing these terms with an aim of penalizing the relevance’s scores of the
documents not containing them.
Let us note that the scores of the possibilistic relevance of the three documents,
calculated by the approach of (Brini et al., 2005) are very weak compared to those
calculated by our approach and this is thanks to the paramount factors in our
qualitative approach which is noted the coefficients of relevance j. Indeed, for the first
user’s profile (P1), the differences between scores are weak in the first approach (0.02;
0.08 and 0.06) because there are almost the same numbers of query’s terms appearing
in the three document (6; 6 and 7), whereas in the case of our approach, these
differences between scores are much more remarkable (0.48; 7.79 and 7.31), which
shows well the difference between a relevant document compared to those which are
less relevant in the collection.
For the example of this query Q and for certain profiles, the relevance’s order of
documents changes by changing user’s profile. Indeed, for the first profile (P1),
document d3 is more preferred than documents d2 and d1 in the both approach. This is
due to the number of terms appearing in d3 on the one hand (for the two approaches),
and to term t4 which appears in a LE having a significant weight (for our approach).
Whereas, for the both other profiles (P2 and P3), the relevance’s order of documents
changes compared to the first profile (P1). In fact, and according to our approach, the
most relevant document is the one whose query’s terms exist in its logical entities
having the significant coefficients of relevance j such as maximum level (ML) and
(ML-1) for the first profile, Multimedia Sequence Legend (MSL) MSL and (ML-3) for the
second profile, Table Legend (TL) and (ML-4) for the third profile, etc. (see Table III).
Table II.
The three user’s profiles
User’s profiles
Logical structure
of document
Coefficients
j Profile1 (P1)
Coefficients
j Profile2 (P2)
Coefficients
j Profile3 (P3)
ML 10 2 2
ML-1 9 5 8
ML-2 8 6 6
ML-3 7 9 4
ML-4 6 7 9
FL 5 3 7
TL 4 4 10
MSL 3 10 5
P 2 8 3
Table III.
Results of qualitative
approach of SARIPOD
system
Profile1 (P1) Profile2 (P2) Profile3 (P3)
d1 d2 d3 d1 d2 d3 d1 d2 d3
Brini et al. (2005):
DRP(di) 0.16 0.18 0.24 0.16 0.18 0.24 0.16 0.18 0,24
Document’s relevance
order 3 2 1 3 2 1 3 2 1
SARIPOD: DRMP(di) 11.28 11.76 19.07 9.48 14.92 14.77 13.86 7.22 15.23
Document’s relevance
order 3 2 1 3 1 2 2 3 1
Thanks to our mixed possibilistic approach, we also noticed that, even if the
selected terms tend to select this document, these terms are not most frequent of
the document (t4 isn’t the most frequent term of d3). This criterion shows the asset of
the qualitative approach of SARIPOD system in the selection of relevant documents.
6. Preferences between query’s terms in saripod system
Let us consider a query Q(t1, t2, t3) composed of three terms. It will be, after
reformulation, the query Q 0(t1, t11, t12, t13, t2, t3, t31, t32). With, t11, t12, t13 are the three
words close to t1 and t31, t32 are the two words close to t3 chosen by the user of the
system. In fact, these close terms are automatically inserted in Q0 each time the user
seizes a number of terms close for a given term of the queryQ.
We define the degree of user’s preference (Pref) of a term ti compared to the other
terms’ query by:
Pref (ti) ¼ [Number of close terms chosen for ti in Q
0/Number of terms ofQ] þ 1.
We add here the factor 1 to prevent those terms preferences which user didn’t choose
close terms are null. For the example above we have:
Prefðt1Þ ¼ 3=3þ 1 ¼ 2;Pref ðt11Þ ¼ 1;Pref ðt12Þ ¼ 1
Prefðt13Þ ¼ 1;Pref ðt2Þ ¼ 1;Prefðt3Þ ¼ 2=3þ 1 ¼ 5=3;
Prefðt31Þ ¼ 1;Prefðt32Þ ¼ 1:
Here, it is clear that the term t1 is more preferable than t3 and t2 because the user
chooses the most significant number of close words of t1. This is proves well that t1 is
the most important term in his research query. The term t3 is also preferable for the
user as the term t2which he didn’t need close words for it.
Thus, the preferences calculated here are quite in conformity with the user’ profile,
because the most significant user’s term is that which he seeks the maximum of close
terms. In this manner, we can introduce the preferences between terms of the
reformulated query in the relevance possibilistic of the documents of the collection.
We introduce these preferences between query’ terms in our basic possibilistic
model in the following way:
The quantitative relevance of each LE of a document (ELdj) of the collection,
knowing that the query is Q 0 ¼ (t1, t2, . . ., tT), is calculated in the following way: The
formula (3) of section 4.7 becomes:
0ðELdjjQ
0Þ ¼ ðt1jELdjÞ Prefðt1Þ . . . ðtTjELdjÞ PrefðtTÞ
¼ nft1j Prefðt1Þ  . . .  nftTj PrefðtTÞ ð3Þ
where nftij ¼ tfij/max (tfkj): the normalized frequency of the terms of the query in the LE.
The certainty to restore a LE of a relevant document dj(ELdj) for a query, noted
N(ELdj|Q
0), is given by the same manner as that presented in the section IV. G, except
that the formula (8) becomes:
0ð:ELdjjQ
0Þ ¼ ½ð1ÿ EL1jÞ=Prefðt1Þ  . . .  ½ð1ÿ ELTjÞ=PrefðtTÞ: ð8Þ
In fact, we introduced the factor Pref (ti) into the calculation of the Possibility as well as
the Necessity because this factor is quite related to the normalized frequency of the
terms (nftij) in the required document.
Example
Let us consider a mini-collection of 3 documents d1, d2 and d3:
d1 ¼ ft1; t1; t1; t11; t11; t12; t12; t12; t13; t2; t2; t3; t31g;
d2 ¼ ft1; t1; t1; t11; t11; t12; t12; t12; t13; t2; t2; t3; t32g;
d3 ¼ ft1; t11; t11; t12; t12; t2; t2; t3; t31; t32; t32g:
These terms are distributed on the logical entities of these three documents, as Table IV
indicates. User’s profiles are given in Table V. The evaluation of the documents d1, d2
and d3 for the queryQ
0(t1, t11, t12, t13, t2, t3, t31, t32) is given in Table VI.
Table IV.
Distribution of the terms
in the logical structures
of the three documents
Logical structure
of document d1 d2 d3
ML t1, t2 t1, t3 t1, t32
ML-1 t2
ML-2 t12
ML-3 t12
ML-4 t31
FL t11
TL t11
MSL t1, t12 t13, t12 t3, t32
P t1, t2, t13, t31, t12, t3, t11 t1, t1, t2, t2, t32, t11, t12 t11, t11, t12, t12, t2
Table V.
The three user’s profiles
User’s profiles
Logical structure
of document
Coefficients
j Profile1 (P1)
Coefficients
j Profile2 (P2)
Coefficients
j Profile3 (P3)
ML 10 2 2
ML-1 9 6 10
ML-2 8 5 4
ML-3 7 10 7
ML-4 6 4 9
FL 5 3 3
TL 4 9 6
MSL 3 7 5
P 2 8 8
Table VI.
Results of the effect of
the addition of
preferences between
query’s terms
Profile1 (P1) Profile2 (P2) Profile3 (P3)
d1 d2 d3 d1 d2 d3 d1 d2 d3
Without preferences between
query’s terms 14,66 13,46 14,55 16,38 20,7 12,31 14,74 16,66 15,17
Document’s relevance order 1 3 2 2 1 3 3 1 2
With preferences between
query’s terms 17,8 17,3 18,02 18,44 26,38 16,14 16,4 22,34 18,78
Document’s relevance order 2 3 1 2 1 3 3 1 2
The SARIPOD System charges the entry agent to record the preferences between query’s
terms at the time of the interaction between user and system. In fact, these preferences
enter well within the framework of the definition of its profile to the system. The results
collected in Table VI show the importance of the definition of the preferences between
query’s terms for the case of the first profile (P1). Indeed, this factor was introduced like a
multiplicative factor into the calculation of the possibility and like a quotient into
calculation of the necessity; what makes it possible in consequence to increase the both
scores of the possibility and the necessity at the same time.
Into case of not taken into account of preferences between terms and for the three
profiles of Table V, the relevance’s order of documents changes while passing from a
profile to another. Whereas in the event of the taking into account of these preferences,
only the first profile1 (P1) is significant and contributes to change relevance’s order of
documents. It’s thanks to the term t1 (having the preference 2 and existing in a LE
having weight 10) and term t2 (existing in a LE having weight 9) which contributed to
increase the score of d3 compared to others. For the both other profiles P2 and P3, the
most preferable term (t1) exists in a LE having weight 2; it’s for this reason the factor
Pref(t1) didn’t make the differences between documents’ scores. This factor depends on
coefficients of possibilistic relevance to define user’s profile.
The insertion of the factors Pref(t1) in calculations of the possibility and the
necessity consists in increasing the scores of possibilistic relevance of the documents
containing these terms with an aim of penalizing the scores of relevance of the
documents not containing them. The penalization and the increase in the scores are
proportional to the capacity of the terms to discriminate between the documents of
the collection. In addition, these preferences make it possible to restore documents
classified by preference of relevance. It is possible in this case to evaluate at which
point a document d1 is preferred than document d2 or to measure the preference of a
document d1 compared to a whole of documents {d3, d4}. In fact, these factors are more
effective than the factor idf, since the distribution of the terms in the document doesn’t
only depend on the presence or the absence of the terms in the documents of
the collection (like idf), but of the distribution of their density in the documents of the
collection. Thus, compared with idf these measurements are more powerful for
negative discrimination.
7. Experimentation
SARIPOD system is integrated as a Java package in Jade multiagent platform. The
classes’ agents inherit their properties and their methods of the basic classes. In fact,
we gathered all the useful functionalities of our SARIPOD system in only one convivial
and interactive graphic interface (see Figure 2). The experimentation of an information
processing system is the most significant stage for the improvement of its
performance. Indeed, we chose to test our system through several axes to deduce some
optimal parameter setting recommended for any user of our system. Indeed, we made
the tests of SARIPOD system on some web sites and for keywords having a variable
number of synonyms. Table VII gives our results. According to experimentations
results, the determination of synonymic keywords is very dependent on the degree of
cleaning of French dictionary Le Grand Robert, used as a data base of the lexical HSW.
According to Table VII, we notice that any increase of the synonyms’ number gives
more chance to collect more URLs, and increases consequently the duration of the
query treatment. Thanks to successive tests, we deduced that the optimal number of
Figure 2.
Overview of SARIPOD
system: input, output and
control interfaces
Table VII.
Experimentations results
Number of
synonyms Required keywords
Numbers
of URLs
obtained
Duration
of query
(in second)
Degree of
relevance of doc.
1 DRMP (d1)
Degree of
relevance of doc.
N DRMP (dN)
0 ve´rifier 61 15 39.22 7.33
1 ve´rifier examiner 93 17 29.74 5.77
2 ve´rifier examiner
voir 207 20 16.23 3.69
3 ve´rifier examiner
voir e´prouver 363 21 9.53 2.87
4 ve´rifier examiner
voir e´prouver
reconnaıˆtre 412 24 7.19 1.88
5 ve´rifier examiner
voir e´prouver
reconnaıˆtre essayer 517 29 5.37 1.45
6 ve´rifier examiner
voir e´prouver
reconnaıˆtre essayer
controˆler 761 35 3.86 0.83
7 ve´rifier examiner
voir e´prouver
reconnaıˆtre essayer
controˆler
expe´rimenter 833 42 1.34 0.67
8 ve´rifier examiner
voir e´prouver
reconnaıˆtre essayer
controˆler expe´rimenter
constater 904 55 0.53 0.18
words close to a keyword is: three, by taking account of the quality of the collected
documents as well as the duration of the query treatment.
We also notice that the difference between the degree of possibilistic relevance of the
most relevant page (DRMP(d1)) and of the least relevant page of the collection
(DRMP(dN)) decreases when the number of selected URL increases. It proves that the
first goal which motivated us for the use of the HSW is checked here: the change of
Google web search engine answers to the query, by structuring it in a HSW so that, if a
page among the returned answers seem relevant then all neighbors in this HSWwill be
too. So, we increase the number of Google’s returned documents and we consequently
change the Google’s PageRank (Vise and Malseed, 2006). According to Figure 3 and
Table VIII, we clearly notice that the collected web pages in each search query are
HSW. With equal density D, the L is small and C is high. In fact, the variations of L and
C are not very important according to the numbers of collected web pages.
8. Synthesis and discussion
The use of the software agents for the search of information offers certain advantages
compared to the current methods such as the search engines. Table IX recapitulates
these advantages.
As evaluation of the SARIPOD system we present on one hand a justification of the
use of the HSW graph in IR, and on the other hand a comparisonwith the traditional web
search engine systems such as Google (Vise and Malseed, 2006). Indeed, we distinguish
two very significant uses of these two HSWand their mixing in SARIPOD system.
The first use consists in structuring the ‘‘Google’’ search results in dense zones of
web pages which strongly depend on each other. We thus reveal dense clouds of pages
which ‘‘speak’’ about the same subject and which all strongly answer the user’s query.
For another cloud of web pages strongly related to each other, it is similar: all of them
Figure 3.
The variations of L and C
according to collected
URLs
Table VIII.
The parameters L and C
of the experiments HSW
HSWi The number of collected URLs L C
HSW1 61 1.0690 0.4499
HSW2 93 1.3305 0.3749
HSW3 207 1.1167 0.3607
HSW4 363 1.2497 0.2477
HSW5 412 1.0148 0.3258
HSW6 517 1.4124 0.3281
HSW7 761 1.3215 0.3562
HSW8 833 1.3685 0.3421
HSW9 904 1.3724 0.3212
answer this same query. The essential difference is that each cloud of web pages
strongly answers the query in a particular way. We can compare our results with the
following lexical phenomenon: the query ‘‘ve´rifier’’, in the HSW of french synonyms,
gives four clouds of verbs close to ‘‘ve´rifier’’: the first cloud concerns A ¼ {examiner,
voir, e´prouver, reconnaıˆtre, . . . }, the second B ¼ {essayer, controˆler, expe´rimenter,
s’assurer, . . . }, etc. for the two others. In an analogical way, it’s the same thing for the
web: a query (expressed with some keywords) returns a set of web pages (Google
answers) which it’s necessary to organize in HSW to reveal some large clouds of web
Table IX.
Comparative study
between search engines
and Software agents
The search engines Software agents
Search
criteria
The search of information is being
based on one or more keywords. This
supposes that the user is able to
formulate his keywords exactly. In the
contrary case, several non relevant
information will be turned over and
several relevant information will never
be found
The agents are able to seek the
information in a more intelligent way,
for example seeking according to
concepts. The agents are also able to
correct user’s query, basing on user’s
model or other information
Indexation The indexing of information is made
by collection of meta-information on
information and the documents
available on the web. It is an
expensive method (in time and
resources), ineffective and which does
not correspond well to the dynamic
nature of the internet
The agents can create their own
knowledge bases which are updated
after each research. If information
changes site, the agents are able to
find it and, thereafter, they adapt to
this change. Moreover, the agents are
able to communicate and cooperate
between them (and it is their true force
there), which accelerates and facilitates
research
User
interface
The search of information is often
limited to some services (WWW). To
find information offered by other
services (data bases) often obliges the
user to manage alone
The agents can remove the user from
certain details, as the way with which
a service must be handled. The user
concentrates only on what he seeks,
the agent deals with the remainder
Accessibility The search engines are not always
accessible, because of connection or
congestion. The user will be then
obliged to use one or more other
search engines, so he will probably
requires another way of proceeding
The agent resides on the user’s
machine, so it is always at the disposal
of this one. An agent can carry out
several tasks in the day and at night,
and sometimes it will be able to carry
out them in parallel. The advantage of
such an agent also lies in the fact that
it is intelligent (because it takes
account of a dynamic profile of the
user) and that it can consequently try
to avoid the peak hours
Adaptability Information on the network is very
dynamic; often the search engines refer
to information whose locality changed.
The search engines do not learn and
do not adapt to the users. Moreover,
the user cannot receive the updates of
information. To make search for
information in such a way is very
expensive
The agents adapt to the preferences
and the wishes of each user. They can
thus learn from their preceding
research and thereafter understand
better the users’ needs
pages among all these answers. Each cloud gathers a batch of pages which answer the
query in relevant ways: as A pertinently answers the query ‘‘ve´rifier’’ if A is interested
in the ‘‘examen’’, as B which also answers pertinently the same query ‘‘ve´rifier’’ if B is
interested in the ‘‘controˆle’’, etc. For the web each cloud of web pages will be relevant
and, thanks to additional keywords, it will be possible to select a particular cloud.
Quality lies in the fact that when we look at the web pages of the same cloud, all the
pages are relevant, but if this degree is not yet sufficient, we can only make queries in
this single cloud (contrary to Google which never organizes its 300,000 answers in
clouds) to obtain a subset of web pages which we can again (thus recursively) organize in
sub-HSW. With the deepest of this structure we find single web pages. The set of
answers was thus organized in HSW and sub-HSW to constitute a kind of decision tree
(or structure of classification) on web pages according to the used keywords. Google
can’t do the same thing, but it can only search again in the set of preceding answers. In
fact, Google is able to return web pages which our system would have put them in
different clouds since the first query. The secondvery significant use of the HSW consists
in not taking the keywords just as they are but regarding a query as multiple in the sense
that we don’t search only the keyword in the web pages but also its synonyms. In fact,
beyond strict synonymy, we will search for this keyword but also words close to it. The
proximity of two words relies on circuits in the dictionary HSW. The words considered as
nearly related thus include the synonyms of this word but don’t narrow down to them.
There will be potentially all the words more or less close to query’s keyword (it will be
actually limited by an acceptable lowest proximity threshold number). This number of
words is skeletal (1, 5, 100 . . .). A query is thus now very flexible since it tolerates that a
web page is a good answer even if it does not contain the searched keyword.
However, to be able to have this flexibility we need obviously a dictionary and
especially to have structured this dictionary (all its entries) in HSW to precisely know
which word is near to which other. However, there are many ways of emerging a
structure of HSW starting from a dictionary (that of Gaume et al., 2004) for example
consists in using words’ definitions: the word w1 is connected to the word w2 if and only
if w2 belongs to the definition of w1, using this relation he deduces a ‘‘semantic
proximity’’ from any word to any other). Our system SARIPOD takes again this
definition and calculates the proximity between the words in order to make the query
more flexible. We can quantify from there the web pages obtained following a query
using certain keywords. Each answer page will be characterized by a degree of
relevance which will result from the combination of the degrees of proximity between
the query’s keywords and the words effectively present in this page.
9. Conclusion
This paper proposes a new qualitative approach for an intelligent possibilistic web IR
system using multiagent approach based on HSWand PN. The first HSW consists in:
. Given a query, we carry out a classification of the answers web pages (we thus
create a kind of domain and sub-domain).
. On the same set of web pages, another query (without relationship with the
preceding one) would have led to another classification.
. We canwonder legitimately if there are as many classifications as of queries.
. We can wonder about the parties taken of the various engines (Google, Yahoo,
Voila`, Alta-Vista, . . .) on classifications which they pose a priori.
The goal of the second HSW consists in considering the query as multiple in the sense
that we don’t seek only the keyword in the web pages but also its synonyms. The PN
generates the mixing of these two HSW in order to organize the searched documents
according to user’s preferences.
Indeed, SARIPOD is a new approach for IR Model based on possibility theory. This
model encodes relationship dependencies existing between query terms and web
documents through naı¨ve PN and quantifies these relationships by two measures:
possibility and necessity. The possibility degree is convenient to filter documents out
from the response and the necessity degree is useful for document relevance
confirmation. The retrieved documents are those which are necessarily or possibly
relevant given a user’s query. The search process restores the plausibly or necessarily
relevant documents for a user need. The user’s query is seen as new information to
propagate in a possibilistic network. Moreover, if the basic approach takes account of
the quantitative aspect, our system extends it to the qualitative possibilistic
framework, by introducing preferences between query terms.
Our tests are only limited to the verbal occurrences in the dictionary HSW of verbs
definitions, but we plan to extend the tests to other grammatical categories, like
refining our approach for the substantives by considering for example also the verbal
occurrences in names definitions, etc. We also plan to carry out finer measurements of
the performances of SARIPOD system by extending the tests with other types of web
documents.
In the integration of dependence relations between documents’ terms, the edges are
measured by numerical values translating the quantities and not partial orders. In
order to quantify these relations, we could base ourselves on the knowledge
represented in ontology. In fact, ontology makes it possible to formalize semantic links
between concepts (Ben Ahmed, 2007). Defined within a possibilistic framework, it
could add relevant information to consider during the process of propagation started
by the query. The network would be composed of sub-network of documents and of a
sub-network of query terms. These sub-networks could be connected through ontology.
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